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Think forward.
Think fresh. 
We are Invafresh.
In times of changing consumer behavior, the pandemic, climate change 
and urbanization of life people pay much more attention to the health and 
wellness, convenience, safety, and sustainability of their food choices. 
These food-aware and digitally empowered 'consumers of tomorrow' are 
not only setting new pressures on the grocery industry but also awakening 
opportunities for grocers who can rise to the new demands. This power 
shift to consumers forces every brand to move from a transactional to 
an experiential business. Grocery business is no exception. 
 
The fresh food market is estimated to grow by 337.76 million tons by 2024. 
The growth of fresh food demand is both a challenge and an opportunity for 
the grocery industry. Waste, assortment, labor, and operational complexity 
are increasingly difficult to manage in fresh, yet when done well it can save the 
industry from disruptive new competition and shrinking traffic and profits 
from center store, build differentiation and add relevancy to consumers.
 
This story is all about how the Invafresh brand is set to help grocers win 
in fresh food to keep it vital and relevant today, and into the future. 
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Honoring the history, 
building the new 

CHAPTER 1

Every story has a past, present, and future. 

Our story started 30 years ago when our 
visionary founders realized the potential of 
data and the internet in grocery business. 

Together with the leading grocers who 
shared the same vision they rolled up their 
sleeves, explored the opportunities in 
practice and realized immediate gains. 

The first online scale management technology 
was introduced in 1990 trailblazing soon 
into the category leading position and standard 
of scale management. The first generation 
of our fresh food operations platform was 
born in 2008 with intelligent forecasting 
built-on early generations of AI and ML, 
long before the hype. 
 
The second era started with the company’s 
new investment in 2013 to renew and scale 
the company. Since then, we have been 
modernizing the software platform and growing 
on every possible metric and data point 
possible from sales, customers, employees, 
and waste. 

Now in 2021, we are accelerating the 
breakthrough to rebrand with the birth of 
Invafresh. Our new name marries our past 
and future. It serves justice to our decades 
of deep domain knowledge while it reflects 
our new strategic focus on fresh food retail 
and “fresh” thinking. 

Our point of destination is clear. To become 
the #1 brand and most widely used platform for 
grocers to manage fresh food retail operations, 
to become the new standard of freshology, 
and the preferred partner to those who want 
to lead with fresh. The powershift from businesses to consumers 

force every brand to move from transactional to 
experiential. The future of the grocery industry is no 
exception. Our brand evolution to Invafresh is living 
proof of our capability to adapt to market changes 

and think customers first. It represents our breadth 
of fresh expertise and realigns our identity with 
our refined value proposition and core strategic 

focus – to accelerate and optimize the experiential 
consumer journey in fresh food retail that is top of 

mind for global grocers.

 – Tim Spencer
President and Chief Executive Officer 

of Invafresh.
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A fresh new look
Introducing a new logo and name. Invafresh 
leads with purpose and transparency in 
everything we do—starting with our logo. 

The Invafresh logo design is an open 
shaped leaf to symbolize our openness and 
transparency with an 'f' in the center to 
symbolize our purpose in fresh stemming 
from fresh-native technology, our re-defined 
freshology platform, and our team of 
freshologists. Combined, the leaf and 'f' 
join together to balance fresh + technology.

As we honor our legacy and shape the future, 
we opted for simple, elegant and rounded 
letters to depict our technology distinction 
with “inva” in a thinner type and fresh in bold.

This is going to be fresh.
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Fresh colors
of Invafresh 
Color speaks. At invafresh, we love bright, bold, 
fresh, and strong colors to create memorable, 
evocative design, and uplifting experiences 
bringing growth, life and energy. 

Introducing our new primary colors:
Phantom Blue and Aqua Menthe.

Phantom blue is a rich blend of indigo and navy 
that balances darkness, depth, and vibrancy. 

Aqua menthe energizes through its 
brightness resulting in a fresh and 
dynamic positive feel. 

Depth, vibrancy, bright are all attributes 
of health, fresh foods, and the Invafresh 
mindset.

Today is the start of our Invafresh journey – a 
purposeful evolution of our brand to reflect a fresh 

mindset and attitude that the industry craves. It 
also shines the spotlight on the core of our success, 

the Freshologists behind our company – a unified, 
agile, innovative, collaborative, and outcome-

focused team who will lead the reinvention of fresh 
in the years to come. Together, we look forward 
to our brand shaping the industry with endless 

growth possibilities for fresh food retailers globally, 
empowering consumers to make healthier food 

choices and protecting our planet by reducing waste 
and driving sustainability.

 – Aneta Ranstoller
Vice President of Marketing, Invafresh.
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Who is our 
hero customer? 

CHAPTER 2

In every business there are leaders, 
learners, and followers. The same holds 
true for grocery and fresh food retailing. 
Despite where our customers are on their 
journey our hero customers are pursuing 
leadership in fresh.

For them, fresh is never an afterthought but 
the key driver for future success. You can 
recognize them by how much they invest in 
fresh. They innovate and offer irresistible 
fresh food options to stay relevant. 

Our heroes are data driven. They want to 
manage operations centrally and have 
visibility across all points of operations.

They aspire to serve a greater purpose to 
reduce waste and make healthy fresh food 
available to all their consumers. 

These are the fresh food retailers we 
consider as our hero customers. They 
never settle for 'good enough'. Size of 
business is not as relevant as is their 
attitude and ambition in fresh.
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What’s
fresh in fresh

CHAPTER 3

Like all companies, we invest in things based on our beliefs about 
the trends and shifts we see.  We believe in four shifts.

FRESH IS TAKING
CENTER STAGE
Fresh is eclipsing the center 
store as a core competitive 
strategy for grocers. 

FRESH SCALES OPERATIONAL 
SOPHISTICATION
The grocery industry is 
transforming from transactional 
operations into services, 
delightful experiences and 
expanding fresh departments. 
Sophistication of operations 
will reach new heights.

ACCELERATION OF
FRESH-OLOGY
Technological capabilities are 
essential and the question in 
fresh operations has changed 
from ‘if we digitize and automate 
all we can' to 'when and how'.

TRUST AND
LOYALTY BUILDER
Fresh food is the only builder 
of consumer trust and loyalty. 
Trust can only be achieved 
when fresh products are truly 
fresh, and that freshness can 
be transparently proven.
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As in every story, the hero is faced with 
a conflict that presents an opportunity. 
The biggest conflict for aspiring fresh 
food leaders is how to operate fresh well. 

Our heroes that do realize the 
opportunities ahead of them gain:

Competitiveness and growth—Grocers 
who utilize fresh well fight against 
disruptive competition ahead of others.

Efficiency and quality—Understanding 
how to deploy fresh-native emerging 
technologies, such as AI, mobile, and 
automation, drives consumer engagement, 
efficiency, and productivity.

Customer trust and loyalty—Grocers 
who know how to sense, anticipate, 
and forecast demand for fresh food and 
serve customers better and gain trust 
and consumer loyalty.

Forward thinking, less waste—Fresh is 
growing and it is the future. Grocers who 
invest in transforming and learning how 
to do fresh well are ahead. 

Key challenges 
Our Invafresh 
team resolves



The fresh 
opportunity 
with Invafresh

CHAPTER 4

Invafresh sees all problems in fresh as forecasting and 
data problems. You solve them, you solve the business. 

This point of view is based on our 30 years long experience 
of analyzing the root causes of challenges and issues. 
Missing the right information at the right time in the right 
place or struggling to get data operationalized will make 
a big impact on the top and bottom line. 

We are a fresh-focused, customer-centric team who have 
the right expertise to know that fresh is not like the rest.

Fresh
Time-sensitive

Experiential

Involves transformation & production

Shifting demand

Innovation-based differentiation

Sophisticated human-centric operations

Forecasting on context sensitive narrow data

Time independent

Transactional

Static units

Price-based differentiation

Predictable demand

Repetitive, low skill tasks

Forecasting on historical big data

Non Fresh
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We are Freshologists 
of Invafresh

CHAPTER 5

WHAT IS A FRESHOLOGIST? 

freshologist   noun
fresh.ol.o.gist.  |   \fresh-ol-uh-jist\
:fresh foodie specialized in  freshology 

:flawlessly fresh data ninja
:fresh food retail ops practitioner
:one smart apple

We are experts in all things fresh food 
retail. We seek out the most critical 
fresh food retail challenges we can 
find—the ones that pose threats not only 
to the profits of grocers but also to the 

fresher lifestyles of people they 
serve and planet we live on. 

We are customer success driven 
freshologists on the mission to 
accelerate the transition to a fresher 
demand and supply. We accomplish 
this by designing the #1 freshology 
platform to manage fresh food retail 
operations and providing unparallel 
outcomes and partnership.

THE FRESHOLOGIST MINDSET

agile

innovative

collaborative

industry practitioner

outcome focused
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Think forward.
Think fresh.
We are here to inspire the world to think forward 
and think fresh.  

One fresh food experience and operation at a time.

To contribute to a fresher, healthier, safer, and 
sustainable lifestyle for grocers and consumers alike.

We work with and for the leaders in fresh around 
the globe. They perceive us as an undisputable 
technology partner to lead the best in fresh.

We are customer success driven freshologists 
and problem solvers on the mission to build the 
#1 platform for fresh food retail operations and 
accelerate the transition to fresher food demand 
and supply.

OUR PURPOSE

Best in fresh.
OUR VISION

Freshologists
building Freshology.

OUR MISSION



Fresh 
intelligent 
forecasting

Predict
Plan
Produce
Perform

Merchandising

Compliancy &
Sustainability

Replenishment

Demand forecasting
Recipe management
Scale management

Food waste reduction
Food traceability
Nutrition label printing

Fresh ordering
In-Store production
Commissary fulfillment
Inventory management
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The rise of freshology
THE FRESHOLOGY PLATFORM

Freshology is the technology + data that 
deals with fresh food retail operations and 
its science and especially with demand 
forecasting. 

Invafresh is the leader of freshology 
with its unified platform to process 
and manage demand forecasting for 
all processes across fresh food retail 
merchandising, replenishment, and 
compliancy and sustainability.

Our fully modular platform enables to 
think big, start small and move with a fast 
deployment at the scale and pace you want.

Our platform is data-based, and AI 
driven to provide recommendations 
and insights for decisioning and 
automating at every operation that 
can be automated.

Our platform is highly adaptive through 
low-code configurability, modularity 
and cloud scalability and agnostic to 
any data or 3rd party system.

Cloud brings scale, flexibility, and user 
convenience for all information to be 
accessible to anyone, anywhere, and anytime. 

FULLY MODULAR

INTELLIGENCE ANYWHERE!

ADAPTIVE AND AGNOSTIC.

CLOUD DELIVERED, UX 
CENTRIC AND MOBILE FIRST.

CHAPTER 6



Our leading
edge fresh 
intelligent 
forecasting
ALL FORECASTS ARE NOT THE SAME.

Common intelligent forecasting works as a single 
source of truth for decisioning and operations 
across all points of customer experience—
demand, production, availability, and delivery.  

Our intelligent forecasting powers and 
unifies predictions, plans, productions, and 
performance. 

Our 5V’s of forecasting is the differentiator.

VOLUME
With Invafresh grocers can forecast demand not just 
everyday but multiple times a day and for all purposes 
from store to corporate.

VELOCITY 
In Fresh everything needs to happen in real time. 
With Invafresh users can get accurate forecasts based 
off of a perpetual inventory in the moment.

VERACITY 
Data of Fresh forecasting includes inconsistencies 
related to incomplete, erroneous and inaccurate data. 
We take care of data integrity so that users truly trust 
the forecast.

VARIETY 
Over our 30 years experience, we have connected our 
platform with thousands of data sources and enterprise 
systems to build forecasting algorithms across a variety 
of data sources.

VALUE
Value of forecasting is challenged daily because of the 
living nature of Fresh operations. Our forecast engine 
constantly adapts to demand at the store level.

PREDICT
Anticipate consumer needs, wants and demands 
accurately in the moments to avoid shrink and shortage.

PLAN 
All operations effectively with unified Fresh forecasting 
from corporate to store level.

PRODUCE
Just–in-time, on-demand with the Freshest product 
quality and consistency.

PERFORM 
Intelligent forecasting  proactively luminates anomalies, 
inefficiencies and  resource waste in operations and 
supply to power continuous performance improvement.   

Forecast accurately... ...to operate better

CHAPTER 7
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The Invafresh 
solutions portfolio

OUR SOLUTION PORTFOLIO

Every solution is purpose built, proven and highly flexible to cover all types of use 
cases, scale to any size of operations and be configurable. All solutions run on the 
same forecast and data engine, share the same UI, codebase, integration layers 
and can be centrally managed to provide holistic visibility.

DEMAND FORECASTING
AI enhanced fresh demand 
forecasting engine for live, 
accurate and granular forecasts 
from individual store and by item 
to corporate level.

FOOD WASTE REDUCTION
Solution used to match fresh food 
demand and supply to reduce waste and 
unnecessary produce, markdowns and 
promotions that are toxic to fresh.

FRESH ORDERING
Solution to automate the generation of 
orders for the replenishment of fresh items 
whether sold directly or used in production 
of other fresh items for optimal quality and 
cost effectiveness.

IN-STORE PRODUCTION
Solution to centrally manage 
daily production plans across all stores and 
feed back production performance data.

COMMISSARY FULFILMENT
Demand driven replenishment for both the 
stores and commissary based on maintaining 
a perpetual inventory of raw ingredients to 
finished goods.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
A solution to manage all perpetual inventory 
movement including markdowns, production, 
conversions and cycle counts powered by 
a forecasting engine that provides demand 
predictions further from the rest. 

RECIPE MANAGEMENT
Centrally managed recipe database 
solution for product cost and quality 
control.

FOOD TRACEABILITY
Solution to effectively track and trace 
all information of a given fresh food
product or ingredients at the point of in-
store production and sale.

NUTRITION LABEL PRINTING
Printer agnostic, intuitive to use and visually 
flexible solution to print custom-tailored 
nutrition and product information labels.

SCALE MANAGEMENT 
Instant, centrally managed, scale 
agnostic and user friendly solution
to manage all price and product 
information in scales.

merchandising replenishment compliancy & sustainability

CHAPTER 8
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Invafresh 
is all about 
customer success
INVAFRESH IS CUSTOMER SUCCESS.
For every customer, we assign and dedicate a Customer Success 
Manager (CSM) and team. Outcome-based teams improve the health 
of customer business and identify areas of improvement and review 
performance against agreed KPIs.  
  
Our customer success work consists of three lifecycle phases from 
onboarding to adoption and proven continuous improvement 
of performance. 
 
ONBOARD — making sure that everything we deliver is relevant, 
valuable and meaningful and successfully implemented.

ADAPT — make sure new tech and way of working is trained and 
adopted by everyone.  

PROVE — make sure customers use and get the most out of the 
platform now and in the future. 
 
FRESH INTELLIGENCE CLOUD — enables aggregated reference data 
and benchmarking own performance against it.

ADAPT PROVE

ONBOARD

CUSTOMER SUCCESS TEAM 
— CONSTANT REVIEW OF BUSINESS HEALTH

— OUTCOME BASED
— FRESH BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CLOUD

CHAPTER 9
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Perfect 
symmetry 
of impact 

CHAPTER 10

100,000+ 
users across 15 countries realizing up to 
25% productivity gains and labor savings.

5% 
Customer lifetime value increases due to 
fresh product quality and availability.

$100M 
of fresh food revenue
transactions every day.

90% 
forecasting accuracy in fresh demand.

1.1 
day of fresh food shelf life guaranteed.

100% 
Drive store traffic and basket sizes with 
100% share of basket in fresh leads to 
100% for the rest.

3:1 
Proven 3:1 ratio with a 3% improvement 
of in-stock position results in a 1% sales 
increase.

$150M  
of waste eliminated annually.

100 
customer success driven Freshologists 
committed to lead the future of 
sustainability by reducing waste with 
on-demand store production and 
local sourcing. 

Invafresh impacts in perfect symmetry.
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Our unique value

Invafresh is built on 30+ years of experience studying 
business metrics, deploying fresh-native technologies, 
integrating and analyzing data and remodeling workflows 
and operations from corporate to store. Fresh is the 
sophistication of grocery operations and knowing these 
specifics gives us an upper hand. 

There are two paths of transformation to achieve the desired 
destination: disruptive and incremental. 

Being part of every evolutionary stage of the grocery 
operation, we believe an incremental transformation is the 
right one. Fresh transformation involves people. The success 
is based on their adoption and trust of the new technology 
and way of working. 

This trust is not built overnight. Invafresh’s best practices, 
fully modular platform, and customer success teams are all 
set up to enable incremental transformation.

Deep in the Invafresh DNA is a clear understanding 
that our success is intertwined with the success of 
our customers. We hire “fresh foodies” and people 
with margin-led mindsets and strong empathy for 
customers. You can ask any of our customers their 
frank opinion about us: the only answer is always the 
same: we deliver value;  we are responsive, reliable, 
and responsible.  

First, we are freshologists building freshology. 
Unlike competitors providing generic supply retail 
solutions, Invafresh is natively designed for fresh food 
retail. Invafresh eclipses fresh above the rest. 

Customer 
success driven

FreshologistsTM  
with deep domain 
knowledge in fresh

Designed for incremental 
and complementary 
transformation

#1 FreshologyTM  
Platform



Let’s get to work
CHAPTER 12

As freshologists, our work is 
done when our customers are 
well positioned to grow their fresh 
business faster than competitors 
and differentiate against the 
disruptive digital born online 
grocers and discounters. 

They have higher confidence and 
capability to constantly innovate and 
introduce successful new fresh food 
products and serve consumers 
in the most personalized manner 
without the fear of increased waste 
and reduced profitability. 

Are you ready to help transform fresh 
food retailing to create healthier fresh 
food experiences, delight customers 
and contribute to a sustainable planet? 

Today is the fresh start of your 
Invafresh journey. 
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Big enough
to deliver,

small enough
to care.
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